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BANKSIDE - ON - LINE – 77
Join our Facebook page to talk to other members

24th February 2017

Secretary’s ramble www.secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk
As stated in the last Bankside-on-line 76 as a result of good management we have reduced the subscriptions
for this coming season.
We are now in our thirty first year and for the last fourteen of them the subscriptions have stayed the same
something not many clubs or businesses can boast of.
A copy of the membership form is attached or can be obtained from our website clicking the yellow box at the
top of the membership page
We need a completed form - a cheque - and either your old plastic photo card (or two passport photos if you
have grown better looking )
Get them in now to be in time for the start of the new season. Keep your existing F green, Turnford and
Woodlands cards to use up until 1st April
Work Parties
Dates for all these are on the Fishers and Turnford cards.
Turnford next date is 19th March -and- Fishers green 26th March.
Your help really is needed on either or both of these days, I hope to see those of you there that fish it regularly
The dates for Woodlands lake are later in the year when the ground is better for getting the boat down
Fishers Green www.fishersgreencon.co.uk
The fishing on the river since Christmas has been good despite the general lack of rain normal at this time.
Barbel to 16lbs and Chub to 8.5lbs with lots of supporting good weights.
Pike fishing is definitely on the increase this season on all three pits with many fish up to and several well over
20 lbs.
Don’t forget the river and the relief channel close on 14th March
Turnford www.turnfordac.co.uk
The carp seem to be liking the mild weather especially on Boot pit.
Unfortunately for some reason there have been less anglers on the complex than in previous colder seasons.
Forty hall
Earlier this month four of us ventured out for a boat trip clearing out a lot of the branches etc., that had fallen
in or been thrown in during the winter. Thanks to Sam getting the boat down with the tractor
Since the ice melted several anglers have been having fun with the carp that have been on the move
A few have been targeting the roach which although not big give good sport on light float tackle
Booking still applies ring Ron on 077010356895
New river
When everywhere was frozen several anglers took the opportunity to try this water and fishing very light and
trotting long runs had good sport with roach chublets and perch.
London Anglers Association www.londonanglers.net
If you are interested in the options of fishing LAA waters, a reduced rate subscription can again be obtained
for members via the secretary for this coming season.
A copy of the LAA application form is attached to this issue or can be obtained from our website clicking the
green box at the top of the membership page.
If you are applying for both HAS and LAA one cheque can be used to cover both and sent in one envelope to
the Membership Secs address
Facebook
There are now f/b pages for Hollow AS, Turnford (slipe lane pits ), Woodlands ( forty hall lake ) where members
can get involved ask questions of other members or just keep up to date with Society info.
Mike Smith
Any questions:- secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk
020 8505 3215 - 07989 817 316

